
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ORIENTEERING 
Years 5 & 6 

 
 

Lesson Week: 
 

Lesson Topic: 
 

Week 1 Pirates of the Caribbean 

Week 2 The Lord of the Rings 

Week 3 Indiana Jones 

Week 4 Transformers 

Week 5 Star Wars Episode I, II, III 

Week 6 Star Wars Episode IV, V, VI 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 Pirates of the Caribbean. 
 Up to 30 Children. 
 

 

 Tarpaulins / Mats / Blindfolds – Variety of Sizes. 
 Cones / Hoops / – Variety of colours. 
 Bibs / Blocks / Stones – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Identify and find solutions to problems. 
 Trust in team mates and listen to everyone’s ideas and 

suggestions. 
 Use good lifting and handling techniques and physically 

support their team mates. 
 

 

 “that’s easy”, “that’s not so easy”, “we have to 
balance”, “hold on to me”, “step around me”, 
“help me”, “I’ll help you”, “hold onto me”, “we 
should put them there”, “let’s stand on that one”, 
“if we move forward”, “can you reach that one”. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“All Up” 
 

1) Children work in pairs and sit opposite each other with 
their toes touching and holding hands. Children try to 
stand up without moving their feet and without letting go 
of each other’s hands. When successful, children join 
with a different partner. See which children can be 
successful with the most partners. 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Allow movement of one foot.  
2) Allow one child to stand first then help their 

partner to stand after.  
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the number of children per group. 
2) Holding one hand only. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“The Curse of the Black Pearl” 
 

1) Children work in three groups. Lay out three unfolded 
tarpaulins on the floor (the Black Pearl pirate ships). The 
groups have to get all their pirates on their pirate ship 
(stood balanced on the tarpaulin). After each successful 
attempt, the groups step off the tarpaulin, fold it in half 
and then do the same again. The group who 
successfully s all their pirates on the smallest ship wins. 

 

“Dead Man’s Chest” 
 

1) Set up an area (swamp) that the children have to cross. 
Children work in three groups. Each group starts with a 
set of equipment (hoops, blocks or mats) and Dead 
Man’s Chest’ (box or crate). The pirates have to use 
their equipment to get all their pirates, and their chest, 
from one side of the swamp to the other, without getting 
their feet wet (touching the floor) or dropping their chest. 
If any of the pirates get their feet wet or if they drop their 
chest, they have to start again. First group to finish wins. 
Repeat until groups have used every set of equipment. 

 

“At World’s End” 
 

1) Children work in groups. Pirates have to work together 
to get from one end of a world to the other (a marked 
out track) by walking along islands (stepping stones, 
hoops, spots, cones, etc.) The pirates that successfully 
get all their team across the world the quickest wins. 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Decrease the number of pirates per group. 
2) Take away/decrease the equipment used. 
3) Allow accidental touching of the floor.  

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the number of pirates per group. 
2) Add/increase the equipment used. 
3) Introduce a time limit.  
4) Introduce blindfolds. 
 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Pirate Praise” 
 

1) Children work in three groups. Children put their hands 
on the shoulder of someone who has helped them, 
made them feel safe, supported them, made them smile, 
was a good leader, used their voice well, etc. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 The Lord of the Rings. 
 Up to 30 Children. 
 

 

 Crates / Mats / Blocks / Planks - Variety of Sizes. 
 Bibs / Cones / Soft Balls – Variety of colours. 
 Quoits / Hoops / Blindfolds – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Adapt problem solving strategies and find their own 

solutions to problems. 
 Identify strengths and weaknesses within the team and 

listen to everyone’s ideas and suggestions. 
 Communicate effectively with partners and team mates. 
 

 

 “what should we do?”, “I don’t understand”, “we 
could do this”, “have you got any ideas?”, “what 
does that mean?”. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“One Ring to Rule Them All” 
 

1) Children work in three groups and stand in circles with 
one child (the ring bearer) in the middle. Children throw 
a ring (quoit) around the circle while the bearer tries to 
retrieve it. If the bearer manages to steal the ring, the 
child that threw it becomes the bearer.  

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Decrease the number of children per group.  
2) Remove the ring bearer.  

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the number of children per group. 
2) Increase the number of ring bearers. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“The Fellowship of the Ring” 
 

1) Children work in three groups (the fellowships) in their 
own space with canes, string/rope, and tarpaulins. The 
fellowships are on their quest and must work together to 
see who can build the best shelter by creating a piece of 
artwork (picture) using the natural materials they have. 

 

“The Two Towers” 
 

1) Children work in two groups at either end of the area 
with various pieces of building blocks and equipment. 
The groups have to create a tower using the equipment 
and hide a secret treasure (chosen equipment) inside so 
it is out of view. They then have to set out a boundary 
line (with cones) two steps in front of their tower. Once 
complete, the groups must stay in their own half and 
then throw soft balls to try and knock down the other 
team’s tower and expose their treasure. Children can try 
to block the soft balls from hitting their tower. Children 
can throw the soft balls at the other team to put them off 
from throwing. Children must not cross over their 
boundary line or stand near their towers. Children must 
not hold their towers to stop them falling. 

 

“The Return of the King” 
 

1) Children work in pairs with one blindfold between two. 
Children take it in turns to be the ‘king’ (wearing the 
blindfold) and the ‘guide’. ‘Guides’ stand at one end of 
the area and helps the ‘kings’ to get from start to finish 
by communicating and telling the ‘kings’ when to stop 
safely. Ensure to use a big open space to make sure the 
children don’t walk across or into each other.  

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Decrease the playing distance.  
2) Give out example pictures for groups to copy 

(The Fellowship of the Ring). 
3) Allow guides to walk hand in hand with kings 

(The Return of the King).  
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the playing distance. 
2) Introduce obstacles that the children must 

work around. 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Snap Shot” 
 

1) Children review the lesson by creating a snap shot 
(statue/pose) of their most memorable or favourite part. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 Indiana Jones. 
 Up to 30 Children. 
 

 

 School Map / Treasure / Orienteering Cards. 
 Crates / Mats / Blocks / Planks – Variety of sizes. 
 Bibs / Cones / Soft Balls – Variety of colours. 
 Quoits / Hoops / Blindfolds – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary:  
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Adapt problem solving, find own solutions to problems, 

communicate effectively with partners and team mates. 
 Identify what a map is and set a map to the ground. 
 Follow a basic route recognizing points of interest/places.  

 

 Playground, Field, Map, Search, Find, Follow, 
Distance, Match, Together, Team, Position, 
Vision, Heads Up, Follow, Lead, Orientate, Run, 
Collect, Steal, Balance, Team Work. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Raiders of the Lost Arch” 
 

1) Children work in four groups and stand in a line in each 
of the four corners of the area with one hoop per group. 
Set up a hoop (the Lost Arch) in the centre of the area 
with several sports balls (treasure) in. Children go one at 
a time and collect one piece of treasure from the Arch 
only and bring it back to their team’s hoop. The team 
with the most treasure after a certain time limit wins. 

2) Same exercise as 1, but this time children can take 
treasure from either the Arch or from one of the other 
team’s hoops. Children are not allowed to guard hoops. 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Decrease the playing distance.  
2) Don’t allow stealing (second part).  

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the playing distance. 
2) Increase the number of children allowed to 

raid at a time. 
3) Introduce defenders (taggers) to protect the 

Arch in a specified area around it. Raiders go 
back with no treasure when tagged. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“The Temple of Doom” 
 

1) Children work in four groups with 2 crates and 2 planks 
per group. Set out a space wider than a plank with loose 
skipping ropes scattered inside it (the snake pit) for each 
group. Children must all start at one side of the pit and 
work together to get their group to the other side using 
the equipment they have. Their equipment is not allowed 
to touch the snakes (ropes) and they must take it across 
with them. If any children touch the snake pit (floor) or 
any equipment touches the snakes (ropes) the group 
must start all over again.  

 

“The Last Crusade” 
 

1) Set up treasure/cards at various places around the area. 
Mark on the maps where all the treasure is. Children 
work in pairs or groups with one map between them, 
and use their map to try to find and record (write down, 
colour, take photos, draw, etc.) all the different treasure 
they find. First group to successfully find all the treasure 
wins. Ensure the treasure is not easily visible so children 
must use their maps to find them. Ensure children do 
not follow others and always use their maps to find the 
treasure. If possible, try giving each pair or group 
different treasure to find, or a different order to find the 
treasure in, or different maps to follow, etc. so it is 
impossible for them to follow other pairs or groups 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Decrease the number of children per group.  
2) Decrease the number of snakes (ropes)     

(The Temple of Doom).  
3) Decrease the number of treasure  

(The Last Crusade). 
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the number of children per group. 
2) Increase the playing distance. 
3) Increase the number of snakes (ropes)      

(The Temple of Doom). 
4) Increase the number of treasure or make the 

hiding places/areas harder to find 
(The Last Crusade). 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Walk and Collect” 
 

1) Children work in groups walking around the whole area 
collecting in all the jigsaw pieces and equipment that 
has been used, while taking deep breaths in and out. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 Transformers. 
 Up to 30 Children. 
 

 

 Blindfolds / Obstacle Course Equipment. 
 Ropes / Maps / Hoops – Variety of sizes. 
 Bibs / Cones / Soft Balls – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Adapt problem solving strategies and find their own 

solutions to problems. 
 Identify strengths and weaknesses within the team and 

listen to everyone’s ideas and suggestions. 
 Communicate effectively with partners and team mates. 
 

 

 “What should we do?”, I don’t understand”,   
“we could do this”, “have you got any ideas?”, 
“what does that mean?”, “that’s a…”, “you need 
to step over”, “what is that?”, “help me”, “move 
left”, “move up”, “move down”, “I don’t feel safe”. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Blind Robot Convoy” 
 

1) Children work in four groups with a blindfold each and a 
length of rope. Children hold onto the rope and when 
assigned a number or letter, they have to order 
themselves in the convoy anyway possible along the 
rope without taking off their blindfolds (communicate). 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Introduce a group organiser (no blindfold).  
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Increase the number of children per group. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Revenge of the Fallen” 
 

1) Set up an area with a circle in the middle with several 
hoops inside (the recharge area) and a box (fixing 
station) at either end of the area. Children take turns to 
be either ‘Autobots’ or ‘Decepticons’. The ‘Decepticons’ 
have a soft ball each and try to hit the ‘Aotobots’ with 
their ball, anywhere on their body. If an ‘Autobot’ is hit, 
they have to stand in a fixing station for 30 seconds then 
re-join the game. ‘Autobots’ can stand in a recharge hoop 
(safe area) for a maximum of 10 seconds then they must 
re-join the game. They cannot stand in the same 
recharge hoop once they have already used it. 

 

“Dark of the Moon”  
 

1) Children work in groups of three with a blindfold and a 
chair per group. Children take it in turns to be the 
‘transmitter’, ‘observer’ and ‘robot’ for each race. Mark 
out a start line and a finish line with obstacles scattered 
all over in between. The ‘transmitters’ place their groups 
chair at the start, facing away from the course and sit 
down. The ‘robots’ stand at the start line wearing their 
blindfolds. The ‘observers’ stand facing the ‘transmitters’ 
and the course. Only the ‘transmitters’ can speak, but 
they cannot turn to see the course. The ‘robots’ must be 
guided to the end to win. If they step on a mine they 
must freeze for 30 seconds. 

 

“Age of Extinction” 
 

1) Same exercise as “Revenge of the Fallen”, but this time 
there are no fixing stations and no recharge hoops and 
both ‘Autobots’ and ‘Decepticons’ have a soft ball each. 
‘Autobots’ versus ‘Decepticons’, if they are hit they are out. 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Increase the time limit in the recharge hoop. 
(Revenge of the Fallen). 

2) Allow the ‘observers’ and ‘transmitters’ to 
communicate to the ‘robots’.  
(Dark of the Moon). 

3) Split the area in half, players must not cross 
the halfway line. (Age of Extinction).  

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Decrease the time limit in the recharge hoop. 
(Revenge of the Fallen). 

2) Increase the race track or increase the number 
of obstacles. (Dark of the Moon). 

3) If players can catch a ball, the thrower is out. 
(Age of Extinction). 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Snap Shot” 
 

1) Children review the lesson by creating a snap shot 
(statue/pose) of their most memorable or favourite part. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 Star Wars Episode I, II, III. 
 Up to 30 Children. 

 

 Hoops / Soft Balls – Variety of colours. 
 Bibs / Cones – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Identify strengths and weaknesses within the team and 

listen to everyone’s ideas and suggestions. 
 Communicate effectively with partners and team mates. 
 Use special player’s abilities effectively. 
 

 

 Run, Switch, Stop, Throw, Jump, Duck, Dip, 
Dive, Dodge, Save, Hit, Catch, Rebels, 
Phantom Menace, Attack, Clones, Revenge, 
Sith Lords, Jedi, Planets, Return, Swap, 
Change, Accuracy, Purpose, Aid, Help. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Planets” 
 

1) Set up hoops (planets) all over the area. Children work 
individually moving around the area looking for space 
and avoiding the planets. When the whistle blows they 
must find and stand on a planet as quickly as possible. 
Only two children per planet are allowed.  

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Allow more children per hoop.  
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Allow only one child per hoop. 
2) Children who don’t find a hoop are out. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Episode I : The Phantom Menace” 
 

1) Split the area into two halves and the children into two 
teams of ‘Rebels’. Each team starts with an equal amount 
of soft balls and they must stay in their own half and 
cannot cross the halfway line. The aim of the game is to 
throw the soft balls at the other ‘Rebel’ team and try to hit 
them anywhere on their body. If they are hit without the 
ball bouncing first, they are out and sit down. First team 
to get everyone out on the other team wins. Each team is 
given a ‘Phantom Menace’. The ‘Phantom Menace’ isn’t 
out until they have been hit two times with a ball. 

 

“Episode II : Attack of the Clones”  
 

1) Same exercise as “The Phantom Menace” but this time 
children work in twos (clones) within their teams and they 
are not out until they have both been hit with a ball. 
Phantom Menace rules still apply (even if their clone is a 
phantom menace, they’re not out until they have been hit 
twice and their phantom menace clone have been hit 
twice). 

 

“Episode III : Revenge of the Sith”  
 

1) Same exercise as “Attack of the Clones” but this time 
each team is given a ‘Sith Lord’. If they are hit by a ‘Sith 
Lord’ then they have been turned over to the dark side 
and must swap teams. ‘Sith Lords’ cannot turn other 
‘Sith Lords’ and if they are hit, they are out as normal. 
‘Sith Lords’ do not have ‘Clones’. Rebels can be turned 
back by their own ‘Sith Lords’. ‘Phantom Menaces’ can 
be turned by ‘Sith Lords’. ‘Phantom Menace’ and 
‘Clones’ rules still apply (even if their clone has been 
turned and is on the other team). 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Play with under arm throwing only.  
2) No head shots allowed. 

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Players are out whether the ball bounces first 
or not. 

2) If players catch a ball, the thrower is out. 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Review Circle” 
 

1) Children sit all together in a big circle. Discuss and ask 
questions about the key learning points. I.e. planning, 
helping each other, co-operation, communication, 
patience, adaptation, etc. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 
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Session Topic and Number of Participants: 
 

 

Equipment: 
 

 Star Wars Episode IV, V, VI. 
 Up to 30 Children. 

 

 Hoops / Soft Balls – Variety of colours. 
 Bibs / Cones – Variety of colours. 
 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

 

Vocabulary: 
 

 Interact & work well within groups and follow instructions. 
 Identify strengths and weaknesses within the team and 

listen to everyone’s ideas and suggestions. 
 Communicate effectively with partners and team mates. 
 Use special player’s abilities effectively. 
 

 

 Run, Switch, Stop, Throw, Jump, Duck, Dip, 
Dive, Dodge, Save, Hit, Catch, Rebels, 
Phantom Menace, Attack, Clones, Revenge, 
Sith Lords, Jedi, Planets, Return, Swap, 
Change, Accuracy, Purpose, Aid, Help. 

 

Warm Up: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Planets” 
 

1) Set up hoops (planets) all over the area. Children work 
individually moving around the area looking for space 
and avoiding the planets. When the whistle blows they 
must find and stand on a planet as quickly as possible. 
Only two children per planet are allowed.  

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Allow more children per hoop.  
 

“Harder” 
 

1) Allow only one child per hoop. 
2) Children who don’t find a hoop are out. 

 

Main Content: 
 

 

Differentiation: 
 

“Episode I, II, III Recap” 
 

1) Briefly play and recap the rules of “The Phantom 
Menace”, “Attack of the Clones” and “Revenge of the 
Sith” games from previous lesson.  

 

“Episode IV : A New Hope” 
 

1) Same exercise as “Revenge of the Sith”, but this time 
all ‘Rebels’ and ‘Sith Lords’ have two lives. They are not 
out until they have been hit twice. There are no longer 
any ‘Phantom Menaces’. ‘Sith Lord’ and ‘Clones’ rules 
still apply (so they only have to be hit once to be turned 
by a ‘Sith Lord’ but ‘Rebels’ and their ‘Clones’ are not 
out until they have both been hit twice). 

 

“Episode V : Empire Strikes Back”  
 

1) Same exercise as “A New Hope”, but this time each 
team has a ‘Bounty Hunter’. If they are hit by a ‘Bounty 
Hunter’ both them and their ‘Clone’ are out regardless of 
how many lives either of them have remaining, or 
whatever side they may be playing on. ‘Bounty Hunters’ 
have two lives the same as the ‘Sith Lords’ and the 
‘Rebels’. ‘Bounty Hunters’ cab be hit by other ‘Bounty 
Hunters’ and turned by ‘Sith Lords’. ‘Bounty Hunters’ do 
not have ‘Clones’. 

 

“Episode VI : Return of the Jedi”  
 

1) Same exercise as “Empire Strikes Back”, but this time 
each team is given a ‘Jedi Knight’. ‘Jedi Knights’ can 
save any of their team mates that are out by simply 
tagging them once they have been sat out for at least 10 
seconds. ‘Jedi Knights’ have two lives the same as the 
‘Rebels’, ‘Sith Lords’, and the ‘Bounty Hunters’. ‘Jedi 
Knights’ can be hit by ‘Bounty Hunters’ and can be  
turned by ‘Sith Lords’. ‘Jedi Knights’ do not have ‘Clones’. 

 

 

“Easier” 
 

1) Play with under arm throwing only.  
2) No head shots allowed. 

 

“Harder” 
 

1) Players are out whether the ball bounces first 
or not. 

2) If players catch a ball, the thrower is out. 

 

Cool Down: 
 

 

Assessment Opportunities: 
 

“Review Circle” 
 

1) Children sit all together in a big circle. Discuss and ask 
questions about the key points. I.e. helping each other, 
co-operation, communication, patience, adaptation, etc. 

 

 

 Peers, Self, Group Work, Q & A’s, Observations. 

 


